
Peek of the Week
October 28 - November 1         Week 12

Jolly Phonics:  Long Vowels

Sight Words:
play,    was,    on,   by

Last Week’s Word  Grid:

look, yes, be, had

Reminders: 
✓ Oct. 28-Nov. 1 Red Ribbon Week
✓ Nov. 14 Academic Night 5:30-7:00
✓ Nov. 19 3rd Grade Musical 6:00
✓ Nov. 25-29 Thanksgiving Break

What We Are Learning:

Phonics:  TEKS K..2A(v) - blending syllables to 
form multisyllabic words; and K.2C(i)- use letter 
sound relationships to decode; including VC

Reader’s Workshop:  TEKS K..7C - Describe 
the elements of plot development, including the 
main events, the problem, and the resolution for 
texts read aloud with adult assistance

Writer’s Workshop:  TEKS K. 10 (A) - The 
student is expected to plan by generating ideas for 
writing through class discussions and drawings.  
And (B) – develop drafts in oral, pictorial, or written 
form by organizing ideas;

Math:  Numeracy - TEKS K.2I  - compose and 
decompose numbers up to 10 with objects and 
pictures 

Science:  Location and Movement - TEKS K.6 
- Force, motion, and energy. The student knows that 
energy, force, and motion are related and are a part of 
their everyday life. The student is expected to:  
(C) observe and describe the location of an object in 
relation to another such as above, below, behind, in front 
of, and beside; and (D) observe and describe the ways 
that objects can move such as in a straight line, zigzag, 
up and down, back and forth, round and round, and fast 
and slow

Social Studies:  Where Do you live?

Homework
Practice Sight words, Jolly Phonics, Reading 
readers
October Homework Link

Monday       Tuesday     Wednesday     Thursday     Friday

  ART             PE             Music            PE        Fast Friday

     Ms. Trosclair- Room 513
rbrauer@alvinisd.net       218-245-2100

Conference time: 12:00 - 12:30 *Please contact me to schedule a conference. 
Conference time is also reserved for campus and team meetings.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwrDsCjFeDGwWHpxUUJZSko3SlU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KK-yD0LosdHrNoBWbEph4C57uyD0NxTB/view?usp=sharing
mailto:rbrauer@alvinisd.net

